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FOREHEAD SUPPORT FOR A PATIENT INTERF ACE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO APPLlCATIONS 

[0001] 白白 application c1aims the benefit ofU.S. Provisional Application No. 

60/582,538, filed June 25, 2004, which is inco甲orated herein by reference in its entirety. 

FIELDOFTHE剧VENTION

[0002] 币le invention relates to a patient interface used for treating sleep disordered 

breathing. In particular, the invention relates to a forehead support for a patient interface. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] In the 位'eatment of sleep disordered breathing, a patient receives a supply of 

air or breathable gas at positive press田eto 飞plint" open 也eir airway. The supply ofair or 

gas is delivered to 也e patient via a patient interface, such as a facia1 mask. The patient 

interface is typical1y held in position by headgear. Headgear 句rpical1y inc1udes a number of 

s位aps 也就 in use are attached to 也e patient interface. at an anchor point. In use, the various 

s仕aps 町e tightened to secure the mask in position and to prevent it 仕om lifting off the face 

under pressure. Genera11y, the higher the treatment pressure, the tighter the mask Strap needs 

to be. When poor1y fitting masks are used, patients sometimes over tighten 也e straps to 位yto

get a seal. This can lead to press即e sores on 也.eir face. It is a continuing challenge for 

design町s and manufacturers to provide a patient interface with comfortable seal against leak. 

[0004] The addition of a forehead support to a facial mask can assist in stabi1ising 

the mask and provide a convenient means to adjust 也e mask to suit each patient. hnproving 

the fit of the mask can lead to improved comfort, reduced noise and a more effective therapy. 

[0005] Other known arrangements are found in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,422,238 and 

6,536,435 and Aus仕alian Patent Application AU 200071882 Al. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] In accordance with a first aspect of the invention there is provided a patient 

interface comprising a cushion adapted to be positioned in use against a patient's face at an 
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angle and an adjustable support wherein adjus伽ent of the support 硝ûusts the angle which the 

cushion makes with the patient's face. 

[0007] In accordance with a second aspect of the invention there is provided a 

patient interface comprising a cushion adapted to be positioned in use against a patient's face 

at an angle and an adjustable forehead supportwherein adjustment ofthe support adjusts the 

anglewhich 也e cushion makes with 也e patient's face. 

[0008] 缸In accordance with yet a further aspect of也.e invention there is provided a 

patient interface assembly comprising (i) a mask interface inc1uding a forehead support with 

an adjustment mechanism and (ii) headgear inc1uding at least one head s阳p attached to 也e

forehead support wherein a句ustment of the adjus恤lent mechanism of the forehead support 

relocates said at least one strap to a different position on the head. 

[0009] In accordance with another aspect of the invention，吐lere is provided a 

generally "Y"-shaped forehead support for a facial mask. 

[0010] Other aspects, features, and advantages ofthis invention wi11 become 

apparent 仕om the following detai1ed description when taken in conjunction with the 

accompanying drawings, which are a p缸t ofthis disc10sure and which illustrate, by way of 

example, principles of由is invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0011] The accompanying drawings faci1itate an understanding of出e various 

embodiments of this invention. In such drawings: 

[0012] Fig. 1 shows a :front view of a prior art 仕ameforan ULTRAMIRAGE⑧ 

mask; 

[0013] Fig. 2 shows a :front view of a mask and forehead support assembly in 

accordance wi也 a first embodiment of the invention on a glass head; 

[0014] Fig. 3 shows adetai1 ofthe assembly ofFig. 2; 

[0015] Fig. 4 shows an ac句ljus剑ta由ble"

another embodiment oft也he invention; 
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[0016] Figs. 5A-5C show an a1temative embodiment according to 也epresent

invention; 

[0017] Figs. 6A-6C show sti11 another embodiment according to the present 

invention; 

[0018] Fig. 7 shows yet another 田nbodiment according to the present invention; 

[0019] Fig. 8 is a side perspective view of a mask assemb1y according to yet 

another embodiment of the present invention on a patient's head; 

[0020] Fig. 9 is a rear view of the mask assemb1y shown in Fig. 8 on a patient's 

head; 

[0021] Fig. 10 is a top view of a headgear of世le mask assemb1y shown in Fig. 8 

removed from the mask and the patient's head; 

[0022] Fig. 11 is a p1an view of a side portion of the headgear shown in Fig. 10; 

and 

[0023] Fig. 12 is a p1an view ofthe side portion shown in Fig. 11 and showing 

dimensions of an embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS 

[0024] A prior art mask assemb1y 10 such as ResMed's ULTRA MIRAGE@ mask 

as shown in Fig. 1 inc1udes a forehead support 20 having a pair of arms 30, each havirig a 810t 

40 'adapted to receive a s位ap (not shown). Each arm 30 inc1udes a pair of forehead pad 

teceiving 1ugs 50. The forehead support has a genera1 "T"-shape, with the arms arranged 

a10ng the upper Cro8S portion of the "T": 

[0025] As shown in Fig. 2, a mask assemb1y 110 in accordance wi也 a 直rst aspect 

ofthe invention provides a forehead support 120 inc1uding a pair of arms 130 de曲nng an 

inc1uded ang1e EBD of1ess than 1800 , for examp1e 1000 -1500 , preferab1y 1200
• Thus 世le

forehead support is genera11y"Y"-shaped. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 2, each arm 

inc1udes a s10t arrangement 140 adapted to receive a forehead support clip 150. Each 

forehead support clip 150 is in tum adapted to engage with a forehead sttpport s位ap 160. 

There is a -1ine of force BE and BD for the respective arm8 130. 

3 
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[0026] Each ann 130 is disposed at an angle (ABE or CBD) with respect to 

horizonta1 1ine ABC，也at is, e.g叮 about 150-40口， preferably 300
• However, the angle (ABE or 

CBD) may have any 0也er suitable size, e.g., about 200 -800 , preferably about 400 -500 , or 

more preferably about 450
• The 1ines offorce have a component in a vertica1 direction (with 

respect to 也.e orientation depicted in Fig. 2, i.e., with the patient sitting upright), as opposed 

to being purely in a horizontal direction (as in 也e prior 町t). A fea阳reof也is arrangement is 

也at when the straps 盯'e tightened they wi11 pull the mask up the face, not just pulling the 

forehead support more tight1y onto the face. Fig. 3 is an en1arged view of a portion of mask 

120 shown in Fig. 3. 

[0027] In accordance with ano也er aspect of the invention, the angle between the 

anns may be adjustable over a range of about 2400 , e.g., where a first 缸m is positioned at 

about 回到o and the second ann is positioned at about 2100
• However, the preferable range of 

angles between the anns is as described above, the difference being that 坦白.e embodiment of 

Figs. 2-3, angle is fixed while the angle ofFig. 4 is adjustable over the range. The anns can 

be positioned above or below horizontal, but are preferably above horizonta1. In one form, 

由is is achieved by an adjustable forehead support 220 in which each ann 230 has a hole 235 

at one end. In use, a bolt 240 passes through both holes and a corresponding hole in a support 

post 241. The anns 230 町e 仕ee to rotate with respect to the support post. A wing nut 245 on 

the end ofthe bo1t 240 can be used to secure the anns when theyhave been adjusted to 也e

desired angle. Each ann 230 is adapted to support a forehead pad 250. 

[0028] Figs. 5A-5C illustrate another mask assembly 300 according to the present 

invention. Mask assembly 300 inc1udes a pair of1ower headgear s甘aps 302 and a pair of 

upper headge盯 straps 304. 币le lower s仕aps 302 are connected to a 仕ame 308 via a pair of 

clips 306, which operate in a manner which is simi1ar to 也at of clips 150 (described above). 

Frame 308 is adapted to support a cushion 310, which in this case is a full faqe cushion, 

a1though support 企创ne 308 could be adapted to support a nasal cushion instead. Ftame 308 

inc1udes a 企ont plate 312 inc1uding an aperture 314 adapted to receive pressurized gas from 

an air delivery tube, e.g., via a swivel elbow. 

[0029] Frame 308 is provided with a substantially Y -shaped extension including a 

base 317 and two upwardly extending arms 318. The 缸ms 318 are disposed such 也atan

angle between the 缸msisin 由e range of300 -1200 , and preferably about 700-900.ηle anns 
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318 may be connected to upper s饥p portion 304 via stitching, adhesives or other suitable 

fasteners. 

[0030] The Y -shaped forehead support 316 is shown in this embodiment as being . 

an integral p町tof企ame 308. However, the base 317 ofthe support 316 cou1d be s位uc阳red

such 也at it snap-fits or is otherwise detachably connectable to 企创ne 308. 

[0031] Figs. 5B and 5C show, respectively, front and side views ofthe mask 

assembly 300 shown in Fig. 5A. As shown in Fig. 5C, the headgear inc1udes a pair of rear 

headgear s回ps 307 which connect the lower and upper s田.p portions 302, 304 on each side 

of也e patient's head in use. 

[0032] Figs. 6A-6C illustrate sti11 another 田nbodiment of the present invention 

w:þ.ich is similar to the embodiment shown in Figs. 5A-5C. However, Figs. 6A-6C inc1ude a 

企ame which supports a cushion 310' having a gusseted portion (as best seen in Fig. 6C). 

Operation ofthe gusseted portion is more fully described in U.S. Patent Application No. 

09/885,445, filed June 21 , 2001 , incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

[0033] Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a mask assembly 400 according to sti11 

another embodiment ofthe present invention. Mask assembly 400 is like the assembly shown 

in Figs. 5A-5C and/or 6A-6C, wherein like reference numbers indicate like p盯ts. As shown 

in Fig. 7, an 目r delivery hose is provided to plate 412. 

[0034] Forehead supp。此 416 inc1udes a flexible joint 421 which a110ws the 

forehead support416 to angle the upwardly extending arm portions 418 in accordance wi也

the slope of the patient's forehead. 

[0035] Figs. 8-12 illustrate a mask assembly 500 according to yet another 

embodiment of the present invention. As best shown in Fig. 8，也e mask assembly 500 

inc1udes a mask 505 and headgear 515 to support the mask 505 on the patient's face. In the 

illus位ated embodiment，也e mask 505 is a 臼ll-face mask simi1ar to the mask shown in Fig. 2 

including a Y-shaped forehead support 520. Each ånn 518 ofthe 岛rehead support 520 is 

disposed at an angle with respect to horizontal, e.g., about 450
• However, each arm 518 may 

be disposed at 0也er suitable angles as described above. Also, the mask 505 inc1udes a 企ame

508 adapted to support a cushion 510, which扭曲is case is a full face cushion, a1thou且也e

仕缸ne 508 may be adapted to support other suitable cushions, e.g., a nasal cushion. Also, the 

cushion. 510 may inc1ude a gusseted portion as described above. 
5 
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[0036] As best shown in Figs. 9 and 10，也e headgear 515 includes a first side 

po时ion 560 and a second side portion 570 也at is attached to 也e first side portion 560. 咀le

first and second side portions 560, 570 are substantially symmetrica1 to one another. 咀世s

arrangement may achieve better or more efficient material use in manufacture. Each side 

portion 560, 570 inc1udes an upper side s位ap 504 that is removably connected to a respective 

旺m 518 ofthe Y-shaped forehead support 520, and a lower side s位ap 502 由此也at is 

removably connected to a lower portion ofthe mask 企ame 508. A1so, each side portion 560, 

570 inc1udes an upper connecting s位ap 580 and a lower connecting strap 582. 

[0037] The first and se∞nd side portions 560, 570 are attached to one another by 

attaching 也e upper connecting straps 580 ofrespective side portions 560, 570 to one ano也er

and attaching the lower connecting s伽ps 582 of respective side portions 560, 570 to one 

another. In the illus切ted embodiment, the upper connecting s仕aps 580 are attached to one 

another via an upper ladder lock buck1e 590, and the lower connecting s仕aps 582 are attached 

to one another via an lower ladder lock buck1e 592. In an embodiment, the ladder lock 

buck1es 590, 592 may have a simi1ar form to those disc10sed in U.S. Patent Application No. 

10/781 ,929, filed February 20, 2004, the contents ofwhich are hereby incorporated by 

reference in its entirety. However, the first and second side portions 560, 570 may be 

attached to one another in other suitable manners, e.g., stitched, welded, glued or otherwise 

formed, to form the headgear 515. 

[0038] In the illustrated embodiment, the upper side s阳ps 504 盯eremovably

connected to respective arms 518 ofthe Y-shaped forehead support 520 via clips 506, which 

operate in a manner similar to the clips described above. Also, the lower side straps 502 町e

removably connected to a lower portion ofthe mask :frame 508 via clips 506. 咀le :free end of 

each ofthe upper and lower side straps 504, 502 inc1udes a strip ofVelcro( materia1 503 for 

use in securing each of the s回ps 504， 502 阳 a respective clip 506. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the 

headgear 515 attached to 也e mask 505 and secured on 也.e patient's head, and Fig. 10 

illus位ates the headgear 515 removed 丘。m the mask 505 and the patient's head. However, the 

upper and lower side straps 504, 502 may be attached to mask 505 in other suitable manners. 

[0039] When the headgear 515 is secured on 也e patient's head, the two upper side 

s位aps 504 are angled about 450 wi 

6 
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force vectors such 也atwhen the s位aps 504 町e tightened they wi11 pul1 the mask up 也e face, 

not just pul1ing the forehead support 520 more tight1y onto the face. 白ús assists with better 

positioning ofthe mask 505 on the patient's face and stops the mask 505 from falling down 

也e patient's face, especial1y with increased weight of ful1 face gusseted cushion. Also, as 

shown in Fig. 9, the lower connecting straps 582 盯'e configured such that they provide an 

increased cutaway 596 at the lower re町 of the patient's head. This arrangement prevents the 

headgear 515 企om sitting on soft tissue at the back of the patient's head or neck.咀ús

arrangement also prevents the headgear 515 from "diggi晖， into the lower edge of the 

patient's occipita1 bone. 

[0040] In也e illustrated embodiment, the upper ladder lock buck1e 590 provides 

adjus恤lent across the bal1 of the patient's head, i息， around the base of也e patient's parietal 

bone. The lower ladder lock buck1e 592 is not intended to be adjusted, but only functions to 

assemble the 伽TO side portions 560, 570. However, the upper and lower ladder lock buck1es 

590, 592 may have other arrangements, e.g., both adjustable, both non-adjustable. 

[0041] Fig. 11 illus位ates an embodiment of a side portion 560, 570, and Fig. 12 

illustrates dimensions of an embodiment of a side portion 560, 570. Although speci如

dimensions of a side portion 560, 570 are shown in Fig. 12, it is to be und町stood 也就 these

dimensions are merely exemplary and other dimensions are possible depending on 

application. 

[0042] While the invention has been described in connection with what are 

present1y considered to be 也e most practical and preferred embodimen钮， it is to be 

understood 也就也e invention is not to be limited to the disc10sed embodiments, but on the 

contr盯y， is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrang田nents inc1uded 

within the spirit and scope of the invention. Also, the various 臼nbodiments described above 

may be implemented in conjunction wi由他.er embodiments, e.g., aspects of one 

embodiment may be combined wi也 aspects ofano世ler embodiment to realize yet other 

embodiments. In addition, whi1e 也e invention has particular application to patients who 

suffer 仕om OSA, it is to be appreciated 也at patients who suffer 仕om other illnesses (e.g吁

congestive heart failure, diabetes, morbid obesity, stroke, barriatric surgery, etc.) can derive 

benefit 丘om the above teachings. Moreover，也e above teachings have applicabi1ity with 

patients and non-patients a1ike in non-medical applications. 

7 
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WHAT IS CLATh在EDIS:

1. A genera11y "Y" shaped f'Orehead supp'Ort (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) f'Or a 

patient interface used in the treatment 'Of sleep dis 'Ordered breathing. 

2. A f'Orehead supp 'Ort as c1aimed in c1aim 1，如此her c'Omprising a pair 'Of arms 

(130, 230, 318, 418 , 518) and a supp'O此 p'Ost (241). 

3. A f'Orehead supp'Ort as c1aimed in c1ain:i 2, wherein at least 'One arm (230) is 

adapted t'O rotate relative t'O the supp'Ort p 'Ost (241). 

4. A f'Orehead supp'Ort as c1aimed in c1aim 2, wherein at least 'One arm (230) is 

adapted t 'O m 'Ove via at least 'One 'Of a sliding 'Or piv'Oting m 'Oti 'On. 

5. A f'Orehead supp'Ort (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) f'Or a patient interface used 扭曲e

trea恤lent 'Ofsleep dis 'Ordered breathing, the f'Orehead supp'Ort (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) 

c'Omprising a pair 'Of anns (130, 230, 318, 418 , 518) and a supp'Ort p 'Ost (241) wherein an 

ang1e between arms (130, 230, 318, 418, 518), as seen in 企'Ont view, is 1ess than 1800
• 

6. A f'Orehead s叩p'Ort as c1aimed in c1aim 5, wherein .at 1east 'One arm (130, 230, 

318 , 418 , 518) is adapted t 'O receive a strap (160, 302, 304, 402, 404, 502, 504) 'Ofaheadgear. 

7. A f'Orehead supp'Ort as c1aimed in any 'One 'Of c1aims 5-6, wh町ein at least 'One 

缸回 (130， 230， 318， 418， 518) is adapted t'O receive a f'Orehead.pad (250). 

8. A f'Orehead supp'Ort (120, 220, 316, 416 , 520) f'Or a patient interface, the 

f'Orehead supp 'Ort (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) c'Omprising at least 'One arm (130, 230, 318, 418 , 

518), an end 'Of which is adapted t'O be c'Onnected t 'O a headgear s位ap(160， 302, 304, 402, 404, 

502， 504)，也e 缸m (130, 230, 318, 418 , 518) being structured t'O位ansmit a f'Orce 企'Om 由e

headgear, the 岛rce having a c'Omp 'Onent in a vertica1 directi 'On, as measured when the patient's 

head, in use, is upright. 
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9. A forehead support (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) for a facia1 mask inc1uding a 

joining member supporting a p出r ofarms (1 30, 230, 318, 418, 518) defining an angle 

therebetween, the angle being a司justable over a range of about 300 -900
• 

10. A mask assembly (1 10, 300, 400, 500) comprising: 

a frame (308, 508) to support a mask cushion (310, 310', 510); 

headgear inc1uding a pair of1ower s位aps (302, 402, 502) and at least one upper strap 

(160, 304, 404, 504); and 

a Y-shaped forehead support (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) fixedlyattached ωthe at least 

one upper strap (1 60, 304, 404, 504). 

11.咀le mask assembly as claimed in c1aim 10, wherein the Y -shaped forehead 

support (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) inc1udes a pair ofupwardly extending arms (1 30,.230, 318, 

418, 518) defining an inc1uded angle ofabout 400 -1600
• 

12. The mask ass田nblyas claimed in any one of c1aims 10-11 , wherein the frame 

(308) and Y-shaped forehead support (316) 的 formed asan integral one piece unit. 

13. 咀le mask assembly as c1aimed in any one of c1aims 10-12, wherein 也eY-

shaped forehead support (416) inc1udes a proximal portion provided to the 企ame (408) and a 

flexible joint (421) positioned between the proximal portion and the at least one upp町耐ap

(404); 

14. A mask assembly (110, 300, 400, 500) comprising: 

a frame (308, 508); 

a cushion (310, 310', 510) provided to the frame (308, 508); 

a Y-shaped forehead support (120, 220, 316, 416, 520) provided to 也e 仕缸ne

(308, 508) and adapted to engage a patient's forehead，也e Y-shaped forehead support (120, 

220, 316, 416, 520) inc1uding a pair of arms (130, 230, 318, 418, 518) 也at define an inc1uded 

angle therebetween less 也an 1800
; and 

headgear inc1uding a pair of lQwer s位aps (302, 402, 502) attached to the 仕ame

(308, 508) and a p础。fupper straps (1 60, 304, 404, 504) attached to respective 缸ms (130, 
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230, 318, 418, 518) ofthe forehead support (120, 220, 316, 416, 520), wherein the upper 

straps (160, 304, 404, 504) are adapted to generate horizonta1 and vertica1 force vectors when 

a force is applied th田'eto.

15. The mask assemblyaccording to c1aim 14, wherein the inc1uded angle is in the 

range of 1000 -1500
• 

16. The mask assembly according to c1aim 15, wherein the inc1uded angle is about 

1200
• 

17. 咀U~ mask assembly according to c1aim 14, wherein the inc1uded angle is 扭曲e

range of300 -1200
• 

18. 咀le mask assembly according to c1aim 17, wherein the inc1uded angle is inthe 

range of700 -900
• 

19. The mask assembly according to any one of claims 14嗣18， wherein the lower 

straps (302, 402, 502) are attached to the frame (308, 508) via c1ips (150, 306, 406, 506). 

20. 咀le mask assembly ac∞rding to any one of c1aims 14-19, whereip. the upper 

straps (160, 304, 404, 504) are attached ωrespective arms (130, 230, 318, 418, 518) of也e

forehead support (1 20,220, 316, 416, 520) via clips (150, 506). 

21. The mask assembly according to any one of c1aims 14-20, wherein at least one 

of也e arms (230) of the forehead support (220) is adjustable. 

22. The mask assembly according to any one of claims 14-21, wherein the Y-

shaped forehead support (316) is an integral part of the 仕缸ne (308). 

23. The mask assembly according to any one of c1aims 14-22, wherein the cushion 

(310') inc1udes a gusseted portion. 

10' 
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24. The mask assembly according to any one of c1aims 14-23, wherein the 

headgear includes a first side po此ion (560) and a second side portion (570) attached to the 

fir~t side portion (560), each 6f也e 自rst and second side portions (560, 570) inc1uding an 

upp町 side s位ap (504) attached ωa respective one of the anns (518) of the forehead support 

(520) and a lower side strap (502) a忱:ached to the 丘ame (508). 

25. The mask assembly according to c1aim 24, wherein each ofthe first and 

second side portions (560, 570) inc1udes an upp町 connecting strap (580) and a lower 

connecting s位ap (582), the first and second side portions (560, 570) being attached to one 

another by attaching the upper connecting s恼ps (580) ofrespective side portions (560, 570) 

to one another and attaching the lower connecting straps (582) ofrespective side portions 

(560， 570)ωone another. 

26. 咀le mask assembly according to c1aim 25, wherein the upp町 connecting

S仕aps (580) 缸'e attached to one another via an upp町 ladder lock buck1e (590), and the lower 

connecting straps (582) are attached to one ano也er via an lower ladder lock buck1e (592). 

27. The mask ass臼nbly according to c1aim 26, wherein the upper ladder lock 

buck1e (590) is adjustable. 

28. The mask assembly according to any one of c1aims 25-27, wherein 也e lower 

connecting straps (582) 缸econ丑gured such 也就出ey provide an increased cutaway (596) at 

the lower rear of the patient's head. 
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